The red cell osmometer

A useful inaccuracy in measurement of mean corpuscular volume in hyperosmolar states
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SUMMARY The Coulter S Counter gives a value for mean corpuscular volume which does not necessarily reflect red cell size in vivo. This phenomenon may be used in early diagnosis and hence prevention of the 'hyperosmolar syndrome'.

This in vitro study arose from observations made in the intensive therapy unit. It had been noted that a raised mean corpuscular volume (MCV), as measured by the Coulter Counter Model S,* could coexist with hypernatraemia in certain states of hyperosmolality.

The postulated underlying mechanism was that the rate of movement of osmotically active particles, particularly d-glucose, into the intracellular compartment exceeded their removal by normal intracellular metabolism. The result of this state would be water shift to produce an expanded intracellular space, a depleted extracellular space, and a rise in plasma sodium, reflecting the overall rise in osmolality. The observed rise in MCV would therefore reflect this pattern, and the MCV would function as an indicator of intracellular osmolality.

The Coulter S Counter is a widely used instrument in haematology laboratories. The MCV is measured by determination of the mean pulse height generated during the period of electronic cell counting calibrated by reference to known blood specimens. The 'Coulter Principle' of one-by-one counting and sizing of particles is now well established. The excellent degree of precision of the measurement has also been established by Sharp and Ballard.1

Before measurement the sample is diluted 50 000 times with Isoton II* solution. Isoton II is a buffered saline diluent intended for counting and sizing blood cells. It contains preservatives and stabilisers used to give long storage life and stability of MCV after dilution of blood specimens for up to 30 minutes. Its osmolality, as measured by freezing point depression, is approximately 345 mOsm/kg. The preservatives and stabilisers contribute to this apparently high result by this measurement procedure but do not appear to affect the measured MCV. Blood cells in Isoton II can be shown to be similar in size to blood cells in normal saline at the time of dilution, although exact comparisons are impossible because blood cells swell rapidly and progressively when suspended in normal saline.2-6 It is therefore believed that Isoton II has an effective osmolality of 300 mOsm/kg. For normal use in a Coulter Counter, a satisfactory diluent does not have to be 'isotonic' provided it gives stable results after dilution, since the MCV result is calibrated under those same conditions from known fresh blood specimens.7 It is this dilution which produces the inaccuracy of MCV measurement in conditions where the red cell being processed is originally hypertonic. Since the extracellular environment is changed by such a large dilution in the Coulter, the red cell becomes isotonic with the diluent.

If the cell is originally hypertonic due to removal of water by an osmotic agent added to the extracellular environment, water transfer will occur on dilution until the red cell has the same size as an untreated cell in the same diluent. The MCV as measured by the Coulter Counter will be the same in both cases. Similarly, if the hypertonic cell contains osmotically active particles which can diffuse freely out of the cell in the 30-second period of dilution, the MCV as measured by the Coulter
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Counter will again be the same as that of a normotonic sample.

However, if the red cell contains molecules which cannot freely diffuse back across the cell membrane, water will be extracted from the diluent to produce a larger cell isotonic with the extracellular diluent. Therefore, an apparent increase in MCV as measured by the Coulter Counter is produced.

The same principles apply whatever the osmolality of the diluent. We have taken samples of blood in vitro and made them hyperosmolar by the addition of known hypertonic solutions. We have then compared MCV measurements made directly by a 'manual' method and by the Coulter S Counter.

Method

Thirty millilitre samples of blood were taken from healthy volunteers and anticoagulated with 300 units of heparin solution; 3 ml aliquots of blood were added to tubes each containing 0·3 ml of known hypertonic solutions. The concentration of each additive had been calculated to increase plasma osmolality by 100 mOsm. The hypertonic solutions used were 20% mannitol, 6·6% urea, 20% d-glucose, and 20% L-glucose. Two control samples were used. One control contained no additive, the other 0·3 ml 0·9% NaCl. In later experiments, where plasma sodium concentration was measured, an additional control sample diluted with 0·3 ml 5% mannitol was used. The latter acted as an isotonic control (measured osmolality 283 mOsm/kg) which contained neither dextrose nor sodium.

All samples were mixed for 1 hour at room temperature. Each was then processed through the

Coulter S Counter, and microcapillary tube samples were taken for packed cell volume (PCV) estimation using a high-speed microcentrifuge. Calculation of 'manual' MCV was made using the red cell count from the Coulter Counter. Recordings of Coulter MCV and 'manual' MCV were made. Plasma sodium concentrations were measured using a standard flame photometer technique. Plasma osmolality was measured in a number of samples using the method of depression of the freezing point (Advanced Instruments Inc Model 3L).
Results

These are summarised in Figs 1 to 3. The mean values are plotted plus or minus 2 standard errors. Statistical analysis of results was performed using the unpaired t test.

The results provide an interesting and very simple demonstration of osmosis across the red cell membranes.

'MANUAL' METHOD

There was no significant difference between the undiluted control sample and that diluted with normal saline. It was essential to our experiment to produce consistent results of 'manual' MCV since we are assuming that the 'manual' method is the accurate representation of red cell size in vivo.

When d-glucose is added, the red cell becomes larger as glucose and water enter the cell. Mannitol produces a fall in MCV as intracellular water is removed. L-glucose is not metabolically active and produces an effect similar to, but smaller than, that of mannitol. A 6-6% urea solution produced a rise in 'manual' MCV, suggesting that the red cell actively concentrates urea.

COULTER METHOD

There was no significant difference between the samples with any agent other than d-glucose. The previously noted changes of red cell size had been reversed by the transfer of water into the cell (mannitol, L-glucose) or of small molecules out of the cell (urea).

In the case of d-glucose, however, the previously noted rise in MCV was exaggerated as further water shifted into the intracellular compartment.

SODIUM ESTIMATIONS

The shifts in plasma water are also demonstrated by plasma sodium levels (Fig. 3). The control value, using 5% mannitol, is low due to the dilution of the sample. Changes from this control value with other agents are small but significant. Plasma sodium is raised when water shift into the cells occurs with d-glucose and urea, and lowered with mannitol and L-glucose as water is removed from the cell.

The observed values for plasma sodium are close to those predicted by calculation from the 'manual' PCV (Table).

Discussion

The Coulter S Counter produces seven indices on its printout. The MCV is probably given little attention by many clinicians despite its precision. Our work shows that the method has discrepancies which appear to have been unrecognised until now, and that recognition of the nature of these gives valuable clinical information.

The differences between 'manual' MCV and control values and the changes of plasma sodium are consistent with the postulated shifts of water between the intracellular and extracellular compartments. The inverse relationship between changes of 'manual' MCV and plasma sodium measurements indicates the direction in which water has moved. Thus, mannitol and L-glucose cause a shift of water out of the cell while urea and d-glucose increase intracellular water.

The Coulter MCV results for each group demonstrate the change in red cell size produced by dilution of the measured sample during the automatic counting process. All the groups except d-glucose showed no significant change from the control value. The shifts of water and additive molecules causing the changes in 'manual' MCV must therefore be freely reversible when the extracellular environment of the red cells is replaced by Isoton II. This is not true for d-glucose, where the molecule or its metabolites are 'held' inside the cell. The hypertonic cell causes water shift into the cell when diluted, and a consequent further rise in MCV as measured by the Coulter Counter.

Surprisingly, a 6-6% urea solution produced a rise in 'manual' MCV. Urea was included in our study to demonstrate the action of a molecule which we supposed passed freely across cell membranes. Were this so, then there should be no change in 'manual' MCV compared with the control. The rise in 'manual' MCV we cannot explain, except that it must be produced by a water shift into the cell as a result of a higher concentration of urea intracellularly than in the plasma. The Coulter MCV for
urea is unchanged from the control, showing that the urea molecules rapidly pass back across the cell membrane into the Coulter diluent.

It is interesting to note that the addition of d-glucose produces a smaller change in 'manual' MCV than that of mannitol, despite similar changes in plasma osmolality. There is likewise a smaller change in plasma sodium. The Coulter MCV is higher (although this last change is not significantly different from the control). This might suggest that a small quantity of d-glucose does cross the red cell membrane at these concentrations, or that some d-glucose was present as a contaminant.

In conventional haematological disorders, the MCV is raised in pathological situations leading to macrocytic red cells as, for example, in megaloblastic anaemia and liver disease. Our results show that if the cell contains an excess of small molecules the 'manual' MCV will be increased. If these molecules cannot diffuse back across the red cell membrane, the MCV will be even further increased by dilution with Isoton II before the Coulter estimation. Changes of osmolality in the patient due to changes in urea, body water, or administration of mannitol will not affect the Coulter MCV, although our experiment shows that the Coulter MCV does not give correct measurement of red cell size in vivo. Where hyperosmolality is secondary to glucose intake, the actual MCV would be expected to be high and the Coulter MCV to give an even higher value.

Red cells have a life of 120 days. Unless transfused, critically ill patients have largely the same cells throughout their stay in the intensive care unit. Serial MCV measurements will then indicate the cause of hyperosmolality if this is secondary to excessive carbohydrate administration. We suggest that serial measurement of Coulter MCV in parallel with plasma sodium is of value in the elucidation of the cause of hyperosmolality.
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